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Author' s Abstiact

Under thts grant we have examined some methods used to
make inferences about mental structures. Ile introduction
reports this analysis.

Our expvimen41 studies have concerned the role of men al
structures in four different areas of research. Each of th e
areas const ;tutes' one section of bur., final report. The fir t area
involves the recOgnitien of lingilistiC stimuli. We'presen' a struc-
tural analysis of isolable subsystepts involvet in visual d 'auditory
pattern recognition. Experiments havepeen directed to t e question
of the-rolje of these isolable structurels in the process o dealing_
with auditory,and visual tasks. The setOnd main area' ha- involved
study of the encoding.and'retrieval of emotional oreval.ati,ye in-.
formation. The thitd field we examined .concerns the piruction of
voluntary movements., These include complex patterns of actively
and-passively executed arm movements and eye movements. The fourth
area cuts across work in the other three and deals with distinctions
between automatic processing and processing which is u der active
attentional control. Our experimentshave dealt with lertness,
selectivity and ,conacious,direction as components of'a tention. We
have been' interested in,the relationship between menta 'structures'
in general anti the 'brain systems which sibserve the fu ctions of
6onsciousneas.
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`The final part of the rep9rt deals briefly with fforts
0

to ,

make our ideas of mental structure available, in the firm 4.course.
materialS. These include a brief outline of a nr.in roductory
textbook and efforeS to develop a computerized course for teaching
etperimental psychology.
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, The- idea of mental, structures .as underlying,constrUcts in the
study of psychological questions goes back to the birth of psychology_
in the late 19th century. Wundt and Brentano argued about the status
of such mental structures. Wundt' held that mental Structures wer.q.dn
appropriate subject of psychology"because of their availability to

' introspection. Brentano' argued that introspection could only reveal
acts perfbrmed.on structures and-not structures themselves, since,
they lay, outside the field of consciousness. Both Wundt and Brentano
agfeed that,the boundary of,vsychology lay at borders of'con-
sciousness and questions outsidethis boundary were properly left for
phydiology.

The cognitive psychology initiated in the last two decades is
based upon a dOnception of man which has come to be called ":the infor-
mation pkocesiing view." This conception' is .one in which the .subject
of psychology is the organization and flow of-informationin- the
nervous system. _Thus, one bfthe central problems for the informatiop
processing approach is to relate those mental'APerations which ,giNze ,

rise to subjective experiences available to introspection.witil.those*,
that do:not. Tn this sense the information probessing 'approach pro-
vides a neutral language in which to relate the problems of braih
and mind. This conception. has given rise to many new questions and
findings about mental structures which form the basis for our '''

research.

In our use 'of the information processing approach, two. basic
methodologies have dominated. 'These are measurements of the time
required for the'performandd of a mental operation knd the deg;ee
of interference between two mental operations which need.to be
performed at the same time. kbrief description of our use of
these two methods is outlined below

STime for mental Operations

In 1850 the German physplogis,t Helmholtz,.determined the speed
of neural conduction, thus-overturning an old philosophical theory
of 'the infinite rate of nervous processes. Within ten years others

,

led by the DUtch Physiologist Donders had developer methods for
measuring the time for such mental operations as discrimination and
choice,.

_In'the 1950's the 'time for mental operations was`-gtudied in
connection with the amount of information carried by .a signal. For
example, Hick and Hyman found that the.amount of information trans.-:.
mitted by a subject was proportional to his reaction time. Fitts
showed that the time for accurate movements depended upon the am9u,t .

of information which the movement generated. These findings rekin-
dled the idea that time served as a natural metric for the study of
Mental operations, each mental operation requiring a measurable
'amount of time.

t
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The study of mental chronometry has been intense in recent
years: 'The orderliness of time relations of mental operatidhs mace
them a favok'ite method for-the,study of the relationship betWeen ..-

internal eventg. Consider the ii.:mple task of pressing a' key to
indicate,whether. two siMurtaheotia letters or wards are the "sampr_
Or "different". Suppose the definition of'usame" is that .. two '

letters are either'both veweis or both Consonants, or that two
words refer to living things or nonliving things. There -are differ-
en't bases upen which.such a decision might be made, The letters or
words Right be,visually identical (e.g., AA), they may,hbve the same .

name but not the identical shape (e.g., Aa),,of they may be identical
only in that-they have a cliSsification suph as vowel or animal in

. common (e.g., AE er deer- salmon). This loicAl analysis' is beauti-
fully refledted'in the time between presenting -a pair of items and'
the response to rt (reaction time),--despite the fact thatsubjecti.

'never know which' kind of pair Will occur on a given triA/. Figure
1 show's, reaction 'time to 'various types of pairs. '.

.
. P.

The time to match a pair of letters which agree only in'llame
is about 80 msec longer than for a pair which is also idential
visually. Suppose you were given two siinultaneols strings .of; -ems
consisting of one to four vertical paiis.- Each pair, is either physi-z

ABFR1 .
.

cally identical (e.g., or one pair is y,identical in name only,ABF4'1
FR. .

ABFR
- ABfR' )9or all pairs are identical in name only (

abfr l'
The'same '

,pairs are mixed with an equal, number of.trials containing a noniden-
etical,pair. ,The` time to make-a "same" response increases by 60 msec
for each physically identical pair. 'If the list contains one name
identity pair, a parallel line about 80-msec above is- obtained. If
the list contains all name pairs,-a npw function is obtained with

'the slope increased by 80 msec (see Figure 2).
.

(
..- i

.These kinds of.results have encouraged.the development of,.
mental chronometry as a basic way of Measuring 'mental operations..

1

e

Competition between operations

A second way of measuring mental opersat-lopredepends upon4an -
observation first made by the biologist Jacques Loeb.. Loeb proposed 4%.

to'meastire mental operations by the amount' of interference between . -
some standard task and the 'mental operation to be measured. For him*
-the question was not the time mental operations required, but rather
'how much of man's limited capacity attentional system they demanded.
In the first volume of the American Journal of Physiology Jeanette
Welsh (1898) published a study in which she used maximuM hand pres-
sure as a standard task and developed a coefficient of attention'
for many simple mental operations such "as. arithmetic, counting and
readimk/ The general idea Which stems from Loeb's contribution is
that ay two tasks which demand access to the same neural processing
system will interfere with each other'.

A
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In Lo b's original conteption the interference was between
entire t cs. This basic conception was represented'in the 1950's
by the idea that man could be conceived as a single information
processing. channel. While one signal was being processed,. this t 6

'=''channel was refractory to the handling of Other, signals. ,Thus,the
brain vas conceived as a single unified channel, and any mental
operations took apportion of that Overall channel capacity.

However, as long ago as the 1800's the French psychologiSt Binet
and 4liss in this' country, among othd6, had proposed that some mplun-
tary 'actions were autpmated in the sense of not requiring any of tie`
limitedattentional dapacity of the human. Fitts recognized that
highly skilled tasks might become automated in this sense. In the
last dozen years or so there has become inceeasing evidence to suggest
that the interference between,tasks is a function A the degree to
which they involve the same neural system. For example, tasks which
involve spatial imagery tend to interfere with visual processing,
while tasks whicti require verbal imagery interfere with auditory
input. Requiring the subjedt to hold letter names in store intery-
feres quite Strongly with processing other names, but relatively
little with visual information processing. .These demonstrations,
that the degree of similarity in a psychological and a neurological
sense between the tasks has a great influence on the degree to which
they can be iite-shared Isuggest that the interference between tasks
depends upon the degree to which they use the same neural system.

On the other hand, there may be neural systems. of suth great
genefality that nearly any psychological task pldes a load upon
them. Thus, we. seek distinction between interference effects which
depend upon the similarity between tasks and those which are relaL
tively:free of similarity effects. By this technique it is possible
to determine the se of mechanisms respo bible for the highest level
of integration hin the nervous syste . These4techanisms will
tend to show widespread' interference e fects. More specialized
mechanisms will show interference effec s only with things that are
quite similar to them.

Our general contention is that all mental operations can be
measured in terms arthe time that they require. Moreover, all
mental operationswill Lave specific facilitory and inhibitory :

effects upon other operations quite similar to them. However, only
a subset of mental operations will demand use of the highest inte-
grative mechanisms and thus produce such widespread interference
that mental operations of many different types will be inhibited.

4: The study of ,inte -nce between signals is used to distinguish
between automat kind of information processing, and those which
may be used to reatenew mental structures.

These techniques, can be applied to many different psych
-problems, they are methodological points rather than substantive
ones, ways of finding.ont rather than results.- In, the sections
which follow we apply these techniques to a number of different

.
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problems in-hopes of further elucidating the -mental structures, and
cogniiivo.operationS involved in pattern recognition, emotion,
mqvement control and attention.
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Pattern Recognition of Linguistic Stimuli

Isolable - structures

V

t

lj

In-previous work we have reviewed the component structures
involved in_visual and auditory pattern recognition of linguistic
stimuli -(Posner, Leviis and Conrad, 1972). Although the phYsiolo-
gical'pathways of input of auditory and visual information are quite
separate, there are many common properties among these systems.
For'both visual and auditory pattern recognition it is possible to
vJ.ex'the recognition process in terms of component structures which
may be isolated in particular behavioral tasks.

Liberman (L970) divides the recognition of speech into:An,
accoustic (physical) and'phonetic level. The idea is that the
accoustic 'input string activates ,pattern recognizers at the phonetic
level, which give rise to categorical interpretation of the input
.infofmation. Figuke 3 also shows a similar analysis for visual
recognition of letters which arises frot our own work orcletter
matching.- ,In.both,caSes a physical representation 0 the input

overlaps an unconscious, recognition process which provides
a categorical output.

This categorical output at the phonetic level for speech appears
to involve an analysis ,, which is indifferent to the
phySical feature of the input item. Thus, items which differ along
accoustic dimensions are classified into the same phonetic category.
A very similar process classifies different.types of print as
instances of the-same letter in the visual system. It had been
thought that the auditory and visual systems differed it-the ability
to use infoitnation,from the stimulus level in behavioral judgments.
A recent result shows'that these differences appear to be more
quantitative than qualitative. For example, it is possible to show
that two physically different (e.g., Aa) visual stimuli which have
the same name take longer td'classify as "same" than two physiCaIly
identical visual stimuli, and that it takes longer to classify two
accoustically dffferent tokens of the same phonetic ,category as.
"same than it does when the two tokens are identical (Pisoni, 1974).

Perhaps because of our habitual' processing modes,-or perhaps
because of the inborn character of auditory to phonetic distinctions
(Eimas,. 19711, the ability of subjects to be aware of distinctions
between accoustic realizations of the same phonetic category appears
to.be)luch less thap the ability of subjects to do so with visual,
dittlictiong. But in general one bust/be impressed with the degree
Of similarity,in the basic working's of the pattern recognition
systems for auditory and visual stimuli".

Hierarchical organization 4

Whit appears as the hierarchical natuA f the organization of
the isolable systems shown in Figure 3 is, mi ading. Recent results
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'at both the physiological and at the behavioral level indicate that
both visual and auditory pattern recognition levels tend to operate
in parallel and not ih a serial fashion. I have made this point in
several published articles ("Posner, 1%69; Posner, Conrad and Lewis,,
1972).

The physiological evidence reviewed by Stone (1972) suggests.
that the structural hierarchy obtained by Hubel and Wiesel in
their study of visual pattern recognition in monkeys, in which
simple, complex and .hypercomplexcells seeril, to form a hierarchical
generalization on the stimulus input, breaks down when'one looks
at a temporal analysis of the functions of tpese levels. Indeed, it
appears- that simple and hypercotplex cells ate more rapidly activated
from lower levels of stimulation than are the complex cells.

In much the same way 61ere appears to-h)e noSimple hierarchy
in the'behavioral task either. For example, it is possible to have
tasks which require the manipulation of the physical stimulus
(Shepard and, Metzlex, 1971) which go on for much longer times than.,
the time to name or classify the input. Thus, persistend in the
processing at the more peripheral levels allows4them to'6verlap in
time with deepet leNiels of processing. This same result has been
repozIted in recent work by Wood'(°1974) in the4puditory system.
Thus,'the notion of isolable subsystems which handle different aspects
or levels of signals does not suggest that they form a strict hier-
archy, either at the physiological or at,the behavioral level.,
Bedause of this lack.of hierarchical organization, it is necessary
.to study the coOrdination of these isolable subsystems in different'
tasks. A nuMber of our experiments have been directed to. this
question.

Coordination of codes

Under this grant we undertook.a study of the coordination of
codes in a numbef of different experimental situations. These
include visual search, search of adtitre memory and-tehearsal and
translation proceses. This paper has been puhlisfied under the title
"Coordination of Internal Codes" in Chase, W. G., ed., Visual.
Information Processing,

Let me summarize the results of these 'studies and a4d
to them those which have been obtained sinde the time of,the publl-
cation of that paper. In these studies we found that many tasks

'tihich involve the lookup of information from memory depend upon ,

than one isolable code. For example, in the visual search tasko..,
bOth tire physical feature of the visual form and its name combine,
to influence the time for the subject to do the task. 1k is impossible,
or at least very difficult, for the subjects to avoid the influence
of both of the codes. More interesting, it was found that even when-
information comes by separate modalities such'as simultaneous audi-.
tory and visual information, the search processes occur in very
much the same way as if all the items.were in the same Code. The
results of one extensive study are shown in Figure 4.

a.

1
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The search time is exactly the same ap though all the material had
been present ef either aurally or visually. This result suggests to
me that althoilgh the input of patterns recognition processes are
quite separate, the organization of such items in the nervous system
involves tight conneations,betWeen the different input modalitieS.
This means that as far as search processes are concerned, the origin
of the item is unimpottant. This resdlt might be less surprising if
it were not coupled with another result which in a sense contradicts

etk4P%

it. If the subject 'is able to proces the information consciously,
that is, if he is able to Concentra upon the code of a particular
item, then we find that the reprgs tatiori of that item is code-

.specific. Thus, the representationof items in active and long term
. memory does not seem to be much affected bythe code of input, but
when ttre subject goes.io'think about a particular item, the.code in
which he conceives the itemhas a vast.effect upon its processing.
These results are pointed out in the."Coordination of internal codes"
paper. , , 1

I
0 o

Range of-activation

There may be two different reasons that search-of memory is not
much affected by the input modality of the items. One ossibilitl,
may be that an input item tends to activate codes-which represent .
different isolable subsystems utomatically. Thus, the presentation
of -0 give' item irrespectiylVofN,input modality would provide,factiva-
tion of all codes of that item associated with it. ,This'weuld.mean
that if a letter'was presented aurally, its visual code would be
actfve as though,At had been presented visually. Anotheripossible
exveriat.onVrat the coding of input items Is translated into
an abstract re esentation which no longer deals with the information
,in the individual input codep. Many recent theories (Anderson and
Bower,.197) have favored a more abstract level, of representation
for items: On the other hand, much ,of our work has indicated ,the
possillilityof a mUltiple code interpretation. For example, Warren

'has ,Shown that.' given input word.will activate a variety of asso-
ciates,even without the subject's intention. Moreover Rogers (1972,
1974) has shown some e'idence for the activation of,the visual'
representation of an auditory stimulus even',without active.effort
by the subject.: Thus, it is possible that the input item activates
a multiplicity of codes, and this is the reason that search tasks
do not Show a difference depending 0n.the'input modality.'

114.44.041

Individual differences

II, as our data seem to indicate, an input item activates a
'wide range of codes in the nervous system ofwhich the person' is
aware of only a subset, there Is interest in what determineS that
subset. This appeax's to be a good place to look for differences
among individuals in the code to which they habitually attend.
In the "Coordination of codes" paper we presented some evidence'

4.
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by Snyder (1972) that subjeCtS'who report themselves as high in
visual imagery tend to perforp well on tasks involving the rotation
of complex forms and also on certain aspects of letter perception
which' emphasizes the physical code of the letter.

It.

A more extensive analysis of individual differences in auditory
processing, hai been reported by Day (1973). She distinguishes ,

between two grouppof subjects. One she calls language bound.,
They aeem to deal primarily with .thelinguistic interpretation of
input. The other group she calls stimulus bound And they appear to
be free to access the phydical code as well as the higherlevel
analysis. We used Aur high and low imagery subjectson a task
which Day had explOrkd. T is task required'subjects to find a set ,. .

of target letters in each of a lit of words or nonsense strings.
Day showed that language bound subjects had trouble in doing the
task when tae items in which the targets were located were words..
Our data were not too'clear cut, but they led us to hypothesize
that high imaggry subjects (stimulus bound in Day's terminology)
tended to perform the task in ALvisual code, while low imagery ,

subjects appeared to recode the items into letter names. Further
.tests need to be made of this idea.

. In another study Snydei found that high imagery subjects were
Jess influenced than low imagery subjects by the common name of
physically different letters (e.g., Aa) when' required ,p) classify
them as physically different. This fihding may relate to one .

rep9rted by Hunt, Lunneboiq and Frost (1973) in iihicb, they foUnd
that high verbal scorers on the SAT (perhaps language bound in
the Day tertitintiO) also seemed to show a smaller difference
between physical and name matches than low verbal scorers.. Presum-
ably this was because the.name code could be accessed more easily
by the high verb4s.

These experiments indicate a number of ties between ways of
classifyingsubjects that are used in different labOratories. If
they Can be tied more firmly to pattdrn recognition levels we may
have important new techniques for dealing with differences between
individuals.'

.

Adaptation.of linguistic detectors Alf

A

Recently Eimas and Corbin (197 have presented some evidence
that feature detectors in the auditory system can be'adapted by
repeated stimulation. Their,evidence is equivocal, since the shift

410,
they find in the boundary of the identification functions could be
predicted either by adaptation or by repeated stimuli better. defining
an auditory target. Our experiments designed to adapt detectors
for visual letters using,4an increase in reaction time or signal
detection as a .criterion were'unsuccessful.-

.4
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At present we are attempting to replicate the Eimas effeci
using an increapd in reaction time to the adapted ptimulus-as a
orit4rion. The results obtained to far.provide substantial support
'tor the adaptation explanation. If this, ontinues to occur, we will
be anxious to determine whether this represents a genuine difference
bettiieen the modep of pattern recognitions.e.qr whether the differences.
are due to methodological distinctions.. 1 ,

\ ASummary

Our woFIvin'pattern rbcognition sugl ests the cogency of an ,

analysis baseq'upan *els of processing in bdth visual, and auditory
pattern recognition. It also indicates t e range of codes activated
by a given input item. Because theresks .despread 'automatic acti-,
yati3On of codes, it'becomes important to d to ine how. limited cepa--
city conscious mechanisms are contacted by h se codes. Our results
suggest that conscious"procedsing is quite ecific and that the
paxticular codes used may be a.matter of ind vidual differences or
of training.

I
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Emotion

r

Tile,study of emotion has been broad and diffuse. We shall
'take as a working definition of emotion that pro'vided by Magda"
Arnold (1970) She defines 'emotion as "the felt tendency toward
something appraised as good (and liked.) or away front sometffing
appraised as bad (and disliked)." .Although our general definition
will agree With Arnold's, our work is somewhat broader than this
definition in 'that'we will'be concerned with the antecedents of-the
"felt tendency." These antecedents may not themselves be felt,
that is, may not be conscioueprocesses but ratheT may be uneven-
able to introspection.

I

Views of emotion k
$

Neuropsychological accounts of emotion have enjoyed historical
prominence in psychology., William James (1884) held the view that .

our experience of emOtion'lay;in,the feedback from .autonomic resporiSes.. .His formulation emphOited the relationship between autonomic responses
and subjective experience and was a reaction to what he took. to. be
the tradition4l'view Of emotion in which a conscious cognition.of
the input mediated between the Wiulu.s and the feeling of emotion.
This traditional vi/pw'is shown in a flow'diagram in the upper panel
of F'ig'ure James' view emphasized the cognition or conscious
content as arising out of thd emotional autonomic responses, as
shown in the middle panel of Figure 5., Cannon. (1927) suggested
instead that the autonomic responses and the subjective-experience ..

44re both the result of classifications of input by the central
'nervous system. Cannon's view is widely accepted; however, most
research has concerned how hYpothalamie'activity controlledthe
autonomic system and not the question of why a stimulus input'pro-v

duces hypothalamic activation in the first place. Figure 5 shows
that nine of the views of emotion deal with the:memorial represen-
tation of information that'allows the stimulus Input to be classified,
in a way which would produce emotional responses at..either the con-
scious or the autonomic level. This lack of concern with 'the memory
representation of emotion is surprising tn lighf..of the current wide
interest-in mental operations and their representation. But it should

.

be pointed oup that prior to Bruner's 1957, pipgr:which began the trendto see Perception as a process of classifications most psychOlogical
.views of perception focussed on the conscious content,dnot on the
problem,.of how 4n inpUt,woUld be classified.

. .

Recently Schacter (1962) has shOWn that the cognitive labelling
addinterpretation of autonomic,stdfes hasvery important effects.
upon the behavidr of subjectS'in emotion-arousing.situ&tiOns.
Schachter simply does not deal with an explicit enough Processing
modeffe-tell usat what-level this cognitive component is aroused;

9

Only Herbert Simon (1967), among recent theoribts of cognitive
psychology, has specifically discussed the role of affeci in an
information processing system. He argues that it has two purposes.
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One,is'to serve as a ,means of determining when a partibular problem
solution is satisfactory The second is as aninterruption mechanism.:In this role affect allows a "serial processor" to respond to urgent
needs in

r
real time.

4

Unfortunately, Simon had an implicit view of human informatioh
processing which rises primarily out of verbal, accounts of subjects
in the process of problem solving. He conceived of the human as '

primarily a serial,processor of information., For this reason, emotion,
which appears'td.arise outside of theserial process and to intrude
itself upon'the'serlal processor, Seemed to be a very special'type
of infdrmation processinivactivity. This view of the uniqueness of
emotion as a dimension of information processing is one that is
rather widely held either explipitly or implicitly.

, - ,
.

.Theredd a moderate amount of empirical iiterature,which supports1.the:yie* of emotion as 'intrudin4 upon conscious activity. Some of
these.data'ariseefrow'st'udies. of Subception (Lazarus and McCleary,
1951)'. These studies showed 'that th threshold necessary to evoke

- an emotional response (GSR) to a stimulus was lower than that required
for a verbal response. One implication of'studies of this 'type was 4

`Ni, to suggest that emotional responding to a.stimulus could be obtained
prior,to the conscious awareness which leads to the verbal report of
Otimulus identity. Unfdrtunately,.these important studies-of pubcep-
tion were flawed by the difficult problem of relating the continuous
GSR thresholds to .the discontinuous verbal identification thresholds.
A similar difficulty has plagued more recent efforts (Wickens, 1972)
to estal;l&sh that emotional dimensiorib' are encoded prior to those ,involved in semantic interpretation.

.Perhaps the most impressille.evidence favoring the availability
of'dm4411124Lreactions outside of the,serial processor are recent
sttdies by'Oteen and Wood (1972) ani'von Wright (19744.- In these
studies subjects are required.to shadow a message presented to one
ear by 'speaking' back ;the words as quickly as possible. At yarying_
points in their task, words;on the other ear which have been p4red
with shock previously are exposed to. the subjects. There.is clearevidence of the eMission,of GSR responses at rates of shadowing'\
which normally exclude' the subject's ability to report semantic \information coming from the unattended ear. Moreover, in the workof von Wright, it was shown that the size of the GSR response.on
the unattended ear was as great as on the attended ear.4

At- first, these findings with regard to emotions seem to confir
the special role which'Simon has suggested fqr.it. However-thegeneral analyeis of semantic processing has also been changing rapidly.It now apPears that most of the habitual processing involved in-the--extraction of meaning from auditory or visual words

/does not require a conscious search process-. Rather, the percep.-tual input can be seen as contacting its representation in memoryin an, automatic and parallel fashion (Keele,-1973; Shiffrin, 1974;and LaBerge, 1974,). The limited capacity-conscious pro-cessing systeM often enters the picture only late in thp process
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of comprehensiori (Conrad, 1974.; Posritr, and Snyder, 1974). For ekample,
, ----i-C-has eep shown, that an aiblguoup word. will activate representations

in the memor_ m corresponding to both of-Its meanings,evenunder
cws where conteXt'clearty-prodOces conscious awaren ly one
bt,j1he two meanings. Moreover, won ted on the unattende ear----L___

(Lewismay have the effect(-of contacting semantic units n
$ 1970) and of disambiguating information preysented to the at e

( cKay, 1973).
) ).

. .

i .

The new views of .language perception are hierarchical, in that a
word will successfully. contact its phonological, phonetic and semantic

,
. representation. This process may go on' entirely outside of-the sub-.

r
released without awareness of the input ite w

sub-
ject's conscious awareness. ,Thus, the evidre that emotion can bt.

hich caused it cannot
be used to establish a difference between evaluative and other .

semantic dimensions.
'

: I

Despite our better understanding.of. the relationiship .of conscious
attention and memory, we are left with no clear answer to the question.
about whether emotions differ in their representation in)memory.from,
other semantic dimensions, and if they .C10, how they differ.

Evaluative meaning of. words '

There has been a substantial empirical literature studying the
acquisition and utilization of the evaluative meaning of words and
objects. For example, it is known that a classical conditioning
proceduremay be used to transfer an emotional response from either
an unconditioned stimulus or one which has already been conditioned
to a presently neutral stimulus (Statts and Statts, 1957).

The Milk of recent investigations of emotion and its memorial.
representation have involved the emotional connotation of.trait
descriptive adjectives.'Asch (1946) investigated the impressions
which people formed of otherS based on a ,series of adjective traits
describing a given person. This has led to a long series of experi-
mental investigations (Anderson, 1972) in which people have,atteinpted
to form deliberate impressions of others front listening to a set of
trait descriptive adjectives. It is clear from these studies that
people can form such impressions. Moreover, Anderson and Hubert
(1965) have argued that the storage of such information is separate
from the specific set of adjectives by which this information is
conveyed. The basis for Anderson's view is that if asked to recall
the adjectives in a given list, the subject shows a relatively
strong recency effect, but if asked to rate his overall emotional
response to the person, the primacy effect is stronger. .This evidence
for a difference in storage systems is relatively weak for two reasons.
First, the experiment forceg a subject to concentrate his attention
upon the development of an impression. Yet, as we have seen above,the More interesting cases of emotion are those in which emotion seems

r
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to intrude upon a person rather than being constructed "deliberately
by him. Second, the data from free recall certainly argue that the
exact serial position obtained from a list of items will depend not-

-.
only upon the memory system used but also upon the length of time
between the presentation and recall and'the exact form of the recall
process. Thus, the difference in serial position curves between
impression 'formation and free recall really provide relatively little

-evi *- -: n the nature of the storage systems by which the emotional
information i- , 0.

,
,

The conscious nature of the impression fgrmtion task is evi-
denced by the work of Djter (1969). In much previous work (Kahneman,
1973) it has been shown' at the conscious attention or effort inves-
ted in a stimulus will manifest itself,in interference with other
high priority tasks which the.subject may be given. We have rgued
elsewhere that'this interference effect can be,used to measu e the
use of a limited capacity processing system in the solution of the
tas1 prbblem. Thus, if a subject is given a single letter followed
after one second by a sectInd letter to which he is to respond "same"

. or "different", the interference to a secondary task is time locked
to but preceeds the presentation of the second letter. The encoding
of information from' the first letter,.is time locked to the first
letter. Rifler (1969) showed how these same principles applied to
the process of impression formation as usually studied in the labor-
atory. He found that when pairs' f adjectives were inconsistent in
the impression they give, subjects invest a good deal more energy
in the process of deriving an overall impression. These results
give additional comfort to the efforts to study the process of im-
pression formation within the general rubric of an information pro-
cessing theory and by'methods del/eloped ln.information processing
psychology._

One.of the most fruitful paradigms. to study the level of repre-
sentation of information is the short term memory scanning task
developed by'Sternberg E1966). Sternberg and others, have used this
task.to separate out severaf(processing stages through which a
subject goes in arriving at the judgment of whether an item was a
member of, a just immediately preceedingSist. While there has been
a good deal of dispute about the detils of this model, it seems to
be a-good place to start in trying to /determine what it is about
emotion which might affect the ability of subjects to extract fadtual
information. By use of this task, then, we seek an understanding
of the level at which emotional inform4ion makes its impact upon
the decision about a factual matter, namely the presence of a word
in a.just previously presented list. After testing a number of
models in this very short term memory situation, we then ask how

Alyemotional' information compared with specific item information over
time. It might well be expected that the retention characteristics
of emotional, information would differ from\that of specific items.

.

i

a 1
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In orderto observe the relationship between'th emotion and
itetpt information, we. provided subjects with three kinds of sentences.
The sentences always consisted of\a single proper name followed by
one,two or four adjectives. The adjectivesmight be all positive
in emotional tone, all. negative irk 'emotional tone, or a mixture of
poiitive and negative ,toners. The words were selected from nouns
provided by Anderson. Following:the,sentence,subjectswere given
a single piobe word. .0n half.the'trials the probe matched :one of
the adjectives in the sentence, and on the other half it did not.
Subjects were ,to respond as rapidl as possible whether the item

min the .probe matched an item in the sentence.,'

The basic results of the experiment are quite Aimple. For "yes"'
responses reaction.times did not differ for positive, negative, or-.
neutral lists. This evidence seemed to indicate that the emotional
tone of the list was having no effect upon the subject's judgment.
There was one indication of a difference between the lists. The
neutral list showed systematically greater,errors as the size of
the list became longer, whereas the positive and negative lists did
not show. such a systematic increage with list size. Presumably
something about the consistent tune of the list and the fact that it
matched the tone iof the probeyaEheiping the subject to avoid makings
errors.

i

This'effect.can be seen more closely by examining the "n6"
responses. The "no" responses may be broken down into two types,
those in which the emotional. tone matched the list and those-in
which it did, not. We compared the two different kinds of "no"
responses averaged across conditions where the list. was positive .

and where it was negative, This is a.particularly'sensitive compar-
iSon since'the probes are the same in both conditipnb. The results

1 show a SMall but significantly faster-feaction time when the emotional
responses opposite to that of the list than when it is identical.
This is accompanied by a Small but significant reduction in error
when the emotional response did not match the list. 'While the dif-
ference in reaction times between matching and mismatching "no"
responses does not change as a function of size of the list, the
error differendes change sharply as a functbn of size of the list.
`When the list consists of,four items, there is a much higher prdba-
bility that the subject willmake an error where the emotional
response matches the list than when it does not match.

What do these results tell us about the relationship of the
'item information and the emotion? They provide some constraints

.

which can be used to reduce the set of applicable models'. But they
do not provide by themselveS a very clearcut model.

0 '

,
.4 0
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First,' consider the fact that the emotional tone Ices some effect.
All preVious studies of.trait descriptive adjectives have d6liberately
set the formation of an,impression as the subject's task. This ex-
periment did not. Ipdeed,:a match in emotion isinot a renable cue
in the neutral condition and would produce only .75 correlef responses. ,

'in the positive and negative conditions. Yet, there are.'c±ear effects
of the Impression on the task. -It is clear then that the impression .

pan be leaYried "incidentally" in the sense that no deliberate instruc-
tions need be given. sInerospective reports from Our'subjects say that
they are aware of the fact thai'the names often had a positive or
negative connotation. It would be interesting to reduce the-cue
validity still further. '

* . , ,

'Given that the emdionalirespopse has some effect, one possible
model would. be to suppose that subjects first tried to base their
reaction upon the.emotional response and only. then if that failed,
turn to the item inforMation. Thus, when the emotional tone mis-
matched they could respond quickly because that is a valid cue to
a "no" response. This model clearly will not do. If the subjects
first compared the-emotional response of the probe with the list,
it would be expected that the reaction time to "no" responses which
differed in emotion would not depend upop set size, -producing a
fiat relationship between emotion and bet size.. This is clearly`
not the case, and isoufficient to reject the idea that subjects

attend first to the emotion and then do the processing of the item:
information.

A more likely model may be to suppose that each wor&.consists
of a constellatiOn of emotional and item information. Thus the
adjective "pleasant" is gssociated directly with its, denotative
and connotative meanings. In this view,a probe word may be rejected
as matching any. array, word more quickly if the mismatch invOlved,
both item and emotion than if it involved Only item information.
Lively and Sanford (1972) have shown exactly this model applies
when a subject receives a list consisting either of digits or of
consonants, and is given a probe whiCh isfrom the opposite cate-
gory. The category information 'serves to reduce the slope of
the response in a way which would be predicted if the category
and item information were searched as an integral whole. This'
model clearly does not apply to our present data, since the slope
oZt.the '-.no" responses to mismatching emotions is at. least as
great as for matching emotions.

Next, let us considera model proposed by Atkinson
(1973)', In this model subjects are thought first to derive.a
familiarity constaRt which says "How familiar is this word ?"
If the word is either very familiar, or very unfamiliar, subjects
can respond quickly. If the word is in the middle, subjects must.
then search the item information.' Inone previous study, Atkinson
and othefs Considered whether emotional responding would affect
reaction times in 'a task quite similar to the one beipg described
here. In thdr task, subjects MeMOrized a list Of 16 words and

A



were required to pair some of the words with a highly positive
previous life experience and other words with a highly'negative
previous life experience. The remainder of the words were not ,
paired with previous life experience. The_results of,their werer-
iment showed that reactioW'times paired wi(h a poSltive or neg-
ative'life experience were both faster than,those paired with no
previous life experience. The authors concluded that the emotional
pairing pro aced a stronger familiarity response for words which
have alcl r emotional tone than for those that do not: Their
failure? 'get any difference between positive and negative emo-
.tionaL tone is 'similar to the results ofl our own experiment.
However, since set size was not manipulated', they were not able
to conclude exactly where the emotional tone manipulation was
having its effect.

If in the current experiMent the emotional tone was having
its effect on the recognition process, one would expect that cords
highl 'positive or highly negative in emotional tone would produce
more ognition responses than neutral words. Thus', one would
expect su b eats would be faster regardless of whether the response
vas yes or no to words which were highly charged in emotion. This
is not the case. Thus, it does not appear that our effect is dud
,to.increased familiarity of positive or negative words.

In their Loyola Symposium paper Atkinson and others suggest

qUi

'that the slope of the res onses to probes which are outside the
category of correct respo se serves, as a measure or the degree -

'of semantic analysis re red prior to contact with information
representing the category of the probe. There is considerable
empirical support for this idea (Lively and Sanford, 1972).

'Both the^reaction time and error data obtained from ourexperi-
mentseem most consistent with_the following analysis of the rela-
tion of emotional response to, the item information. Suppose there
are two independent memory structures. One memory structure Con-
sists of a list of the names of the words which the subject has
read in the' sentence. The other memory system consj,sts of an auto -'
matically abstracted impression based on an integratioh of the infor-
mation presented by the individual adjectives. The search of the
memory structure representing the names of the item would increase
in reaction time as a functioh of the number of items in store.
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On the other hand, the impression would tend to get stronger as we
increase the number of items cn which it is based, and one might
expect a reduction in reaction. time. Since in our experiment judg-
ments based on the emotional vtructure would only be reliable for
mismatching '"no" responses, one would expect errors to pile up for
"yes" and for matching "no" responses when the output of the emo-
tional structure occurred prior to the output of the list structure.
This would account for the high error rate with four item arrays.

To test this idea for a deliberate impression, we performed an
experiment in which subjects received the same lists as described
previously, but were asked td determine if the probe item had the
same emotional contebt as the previous lists. Two kinds of positive
responses arise. First are responses to those probe items which
were identical to the ones in the previous list, and second those
which were not identical but shared the emotional tone.

The results favor a two-process view of the
matching task. ,The role of the number of items is to increase the
reaction time for those items which match but to reduce it for those
which mismatch. The two functions come together at about four item
lists.

In brief, what seems to happen is thei ,formation of two memory
systems, one consisting of a list of item names and
the other consisting of a generalized emotional response to the
items. These separate memory structures appear to be oppositely
affected by item length. The data.seem most consistent with the
view that each memory structure has an output to the binary deci-
sion. In cases 'where the two decisions agree there seems to be
relatively little effect on overall reaction time or errors. In
cases where they disagree, however, there appears to be a lengthen-
ing of reaction t'me as if there were some tendency to make the,

(conflicting

resp :se. However, the tendency seems slight unless
we let the times or the output get very close together. In that
case theie seems to be,a very difficult decision to .be made and
a high probability of error.

Thebe'data then seem to agree w-ithe view of two separate

,

.

memory systems laid down by the list items. It seems to be of
interest to ask what happens to these choice systems az the reten-
tion interval gets long .and as learning increases. We turn to

. this question in the next section.

Long term memory

There is in the psychological literature a number of studies
Which compare the retention of specific item information with the
retention of more abstracted information which stands for (a set of
items. Much of, this literature hasran4bm dot patterns to serve
as the item instances. The subjects are required to classify a
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set of patterns into a category. They seem to abstract from that
a'prototype or central tendency which comes to stand for that cate-
gory (Posner, 1969; Reed, 1972). We speculated that the abstraction
of emotional inforniation and its storage in terms of a central ten:-
dency could obey somewhat the same laws as that found in the previous
work with patterns. To study this we set up an experiment in which
the subjects=had to learn a list of ten adjectives associated with
each of proper names. On each of four succesive days, two, types
of trials were giveh, list trials and name trials. On list trials
subjects were given a list of four adjectives selected from the ten
associated with that name and were then probed with an adjective
'which was either from that list or not associated with the name
being tested. On name trials the. subject was merely given the
name of the person that was being tested, followed after the same
retention interval' by t single probe adjective. On the name trials
we attempted to assess the long term memory structure which repre-sented the set of items associated with a person's name.

Our results were puzzling. Looking first at the developmentof long term,memory structure, we found a rapid decrease in reactiontime and a rapid decrease in.error as subjects learned to Associate
a particular set of adjectives with a person's name_._ Relative:_differ-
ence-betwee-h-lie-respohses to adjectives which matched in. emotional
tone to those which did not was very large, much larger than in
short term memory, and remained constant over days. .Apparently the
subjects very quickly 'learned' to represent a 'particular name by an
emotional value which could be used to quickly reject probes notmatching in emotional value. This gave enormous reaction time anderror differences.

However, for list trials the picture was-a bit different. II: .allidays are combi4ed the overall results from list trials resemble
/Very closely,A.hose obtained in the previous experiment. That is,,there is longer reaction time for list 'trials in which a subject
must-say "nou'.to material of like emotional tone than to which he
must say "no" to material of unlike emotional tone, and a concomi-tant difference in errors. However this difference was not apparent
duking the first and second days of learning, but only during the
:-third and fourth' day. Moreover, the effects were much larger in
the third and fourth day in this experiment than they were in the
previous study.

These results suggest that as the long term memory structure
develops, the tendency of subjects to base their short term judg-)ments on emotion is increased. This finding may have one or two

'different implications. One possibility is that the use of the
name trials induces subjects' increasingly to pay attention to theemotional valence as a moms of representing the list that they hadjust received. Thus, the use,of the emotional dimension would bea conscious strategy. Another possibility'is that as a long term
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memory structure develops, the presentation of a list of items from-
within that structure automatically elicits the emotional vilue
attached to the original name. Thus,I'once a particular emotional
.toles is attached to a name, it might be expected that subjects'
ability to divorce judgments from that emotional tone would be
impeded. In the next section we eicaMine.this

a Transfer

Iri order to determine the ability of subjects to deal with
separate short, and long term memory structures we ran the following
expeiiments. We trained subjects to develop positive or,-negative
long term memory,structures for each of six names. After this had
been done, they were informed thdt they were to be given either the

- old name or the name together with a new list of traits. On the
name trials subjects were much faste *to probes which were of a
different emotional tone, indieating'that th6 training was success-
ful.' .1-lowe7er, on list trials there"Was no effect-of whether the
emotional tone'list matched the long term memory structure of the
name. That is,- subjects Were able to separate the emotional tone
of the new list from that of the long term memory structure wiith. .

no cost. 4

The failure tb obtain automatic transfer effects was surprising
to us. We thought the subjects would be unable to be:arch the list
without showing some effects from the long term-memory structure.
Their.ability to isolate thetwo suggests that most of the effects
of emotion in our low, term memory studies were due to a conscious.
strategy and not to automatic access to the long term memory. infor-
mation.

Summary

Our experiments showed that a list of aajectives may leave
an impression of the overall emotional tone even When there is no
*instruction to develop one. This impression is accessed at a
fairly high level of processing equivalent to other semantic
ssociations to a word. Moreover, tlie adjectives combine to leave
n overall impression which is accessed as a whole and which increases
n strength as a function of the number of like toned adjectives.

The emoti onal tone is a particularly salient aspect of long
term memory as,the reaction time to different toned adjectives are
very much faster than those to like tone. On the other hand, the
emotion does not seem to transfer to affect search of new informa-
tion which is provided about the name. Further transfer experiments,
are needed to determine more about the-way in which emotional tone

.affects various kinds of judgments.
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Motor Control.

Work in information processing stages has contained an implicit
assumption that limited capaCity processes always intervene between
the presentation of a stimurds and the emergence of a response.
While it is often acknowledged that various processes on the percep-.
tual end may go on in parallel'and without interference, it is usually
assumed that before a voluntary, overt response may emerge, some sort
of limited capacity process must intervene. bn'the other hand, the
literature concerned with the study of skilled ,performance has
suggested that highly automated sequences of activity involving
responses which the subject has made habitually May go on without)
the involvement of attention. For example., Posner and Keele (1968)
suggest that stereotyped responding does not require attention,
except when one needs to correct errors between the motor,prodram
and the movement, (

There have always been reasons to doubt that the activation'of
overt responses necessarily requires attention. One reason for this
doubt is the relationship between the time, for responding and the
amouht of information in the stimulusA11Lensual_finding-that

.reaction .tame ihcreaseS with amount of information has been used
to affirm the notion'of a limited channel capacity in certain tasks.
Howeloi, there have been tasks found in which the subject's reaction
time doet not increase with the number of alternative stimuli. For
example, if the subject's hands rest on vibrating keys, Leonard has
shown that pressing the key underneath the vibrator is not affected
by the number of possible vibtators which mightoccur. This might
be 'thought of as a very special situation', except a similar result
has been obtained in a task in which Vile subject is involved in
naming-letters or words. Here the nniaber of different letters or
words which might occur dpes not. seem to affect' the rate of infor.-
mation processing. rn some sense, this appears to be a kind, of
functional reflex in which the stimulus and responserelationships
ate's° "compatible" that no search process is necessary to emit
the response.. These highly compatible responding systems may be
free from the requirement for attentional capacity in;order to
initiate the response. Another case in Which responses,do not seem
to require attention for their initiation is found iti studies of
shadowing. GSR'responses to words which have previously been
paired with shock can occur on a channel to which the subject is
not paying attention.

-Thus, there are many reasons to suppose that responding may
not necessarily requite attention. Instead, one may holdethe view
that stimulus-response relationships represent tone level of informa-
tion processing, while conscious attentions' processes represent
an entirely different level of processing. The relationship betwen
these levels needs to be specified by an analysis of the particular
task configuration, but no particular mental operation is restrictedfrom occurring without the involvement of attentional capacity:
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This sort of analysis also fits with results emerging from,
the new abilityito,record from single cells in freely moving- animals,.
For example, Evarts hasiphown that EMG and pyramidal activation can
occur in some cases within 50 msec 'of stimulation. Thus,-the signal
is transfered from sensory input to motor output at a very rapid rate.
Similar results have been obtained in the eye movement system by
Wurtz, who shows that rapid adjustments-An collicular cell activity
can occur when the subject is required to'move his eyes to a stimulus.vt.

TheSe ideas have led Everts to propose a notion of cortical reflexes/
in which the cortex is involved in the control of the movement pat-
tern, butit does not seem to be involved in a way which gives rise
to attention. Because of the ability of' motor programs to be comz-
tacted difecay from input without the necessity for attentional
processing to intervene, it now becomes much more interesting to
study the structure of such motor programs. Under this:grant two main
Papers were written in this area, and third line
of research 4 has not yet produced final results.

4

'Motor proqramS
ti

The first pap-sr-wag-presented by Keele at the meeting of Atten-
tion and Performance V. It deals with the way in which motor ProgramS
consisting of a number of simple elements maybe represented in the
nervous system. In a sense it is an effOrt to respond to Lashkey's
old question about the serial order of events is controlled. The
paper. defines the rresentation in memory that guides a sequence of
actions in a well learned Okill'as a motor program. One hypothesis
about motor programs posits that successive_ events are associated.
The Occurrence of one event prepares a perSon for the event that
normally follows it. Another hyp'othesis poSits that successive events
are associated with successive positions in the program. These hypo-
theses w'e're tested by comparing reaction times to the first event,
back in sequence following an event that was out of place in sequnce.
In one condition, the first in sequence event' was ;the one that nor-
mally would follow the misplaced one. 'In the second condition,-the
event following an out of sequence one was one that normally would..

.occur at that position in the sequence .regardless of the preceding(
event. 'The' former condition resulted in faster reaction times at-.
short response stimulus intervals, suggesting that motor program
representation consists of event-to-event associations, at least
for.unpatterned.sequences.

The method that Keele has developed here may allow a better
understanding of the rep'resentation of complex sequences of activity.The key to this, understanding is that short response-stimulus inter=
vals should demand that subjects use natural associations'present in
the motor program, but with'long response-stimulus intervals they
may generate alternative hypotheses at higher levelsof processing.
Just as in the study of levels of-Processing in perception, it maybe possible to distinguish here between the kinds of representations
that are implicit in the already existing motor structure and thosewhich are pot. In order to do this, Keele.hopes in futilre studies
to build. in patterns of events which have higher level grammatical

go-
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structure. If the grammatical structure is represented in the
motor program itself, then it should show up even at the briefest
response-stimulus intervals. However, if the grammatical structure

4 is somehow Used to correct the already existing motor program, then
it should not be. evidenced at_short response-stimulus intervals but
only as additional time between stimulus and response gives the pos-
sibilify of the subject to bring to bear context information..
Although this work is closely related to that of Restle, the use of
highly skil,led responding and the careful measurement of time may
allow us to piece apart levels of.processing in a way in which the.
Restle work has ,not so far done.

ihsual and kinesthetic components of skill

A second paper produced under this grant represents the work of
Raymond Klein. This work is an attempt to bring together physiological
and behavioral results in the study of movement control. In particular
it''examines.the control of movement which is exercised by the atten-
tional system. The general idea comes fromour previous work in atten-
tion and implies that manvdifferent_input codes arising-from-a move

. pent may be inc.uential in the control of the movement t some level.
However, should-the subject commit himself to the conscious processing
of a particular code, there flay be an important in4ibitory :consequence
upon other unselected codes. The current paper e4elores this theme
by studying the'role of visual and kinesthetic codes in the acquisi-
tion, initiation and control of-movement.

The paper can be inspected as-a whole is it will,be published
shortly in Brain Research; but some idea of the nature of the findings
can be-obtained from the following summary.

The performance of skilled movements gives rise to several -
sources of/feedback. It is important to determine whether,and at
what level these cues are used. ;-This article considers those used
at the highest level of conscious"control Several experimental techJ-
niques are outlined to investigate the role of attention injthe
prpceasing. of visual and kinesthetic cues during the' acquisition,
initiation and control of movements.

he mere presence of'a visual pattern disrupts the acquisition
-of'a kinesthetic pattern, while the presence of a kinesthetic pattern.
does not affect the acquisition of a visual pattern unless the sub-
ject is forced to attend to the kinesthetic infOrmation. In the
initiation Of simpleimovements, kinesthetic cues seem to be ignored
when visual cues ar*present, even though this delays initiation.

.These'results supportt4e.view that vision dominates, kinesthesis at
the level of central attAntton:

Attentional mechaniei may be involved in the initiation of
discrete movements. 1, Within the context of a continuous tracking
task anticipated corrections appear to demand more attention than
those which are not anticipated.
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Because of our interest in the study of more natural responding
,systems which can be closely related to perceptual input, asubstan-
tial effort has been made in the study of the control of the oye move7,
ment system. Eye movements are measured, by electrodes placed oh the
temporal aspect ofgeach eye, thus allowing us to.obtain.changos in
.electrical activity due to horizontal movements.

. Our experithent involves having the subject examine a central
fixation paint-which consists of a single letter. After half a
second a Matching letter occurs at one of three positions either
to the left or to the right of fixation. In one condition thf sub-
jeft's task is to move to any letter which occurs. On half the
trials the letter which occurs happens to match. the.inpdt letter,
while on the other half ogithe trials it does not. In another con-
dition, the subject is required to determine whether the letter
matches or. not, and is Instructed to move his eyes only' if the
letter matches in one gubcondition, and only if it mismatches in
the other.

. - .

The logic -of this study is as follows. Our results have indi-
cated that` when a pathway is activated, a letter sharing the same
pathway will reach the central attentional mechanisms more quickly
than one which does not share the same pathway. Thus, we expect
matching letters to reach attentional mechanisms more'eTilickly than
mismatches. For this reason overt finger responses which involve
matching are more rapid than those which involve mismatching.', We
expected the same results for voluntary eye movements which require
the subject to determine first whether the signal matches or mis-
matches. When_the subject was instructed to move only to matches
he obtained faster reaction times than in the mismatch trials for
letters which occurred close to the fixation. On the other hand,

4.:,

for positions further out there was a tendency fo

.1

mismatches to,
be responded to more quickly. Unfortunately thi trend toward an
interaction left us without a sufficient amount data to guarantee
the significance-of the results. Thus, we are not sure whether
pat,pway activation is limited only to those things which occur near
the fovea. If this is true, it will in itself be an important
4finding.

If we had found'clear results'that matches were faster than,
mismatches for eye movements which required the subject to make
the distinction betweenthrfWo, it would then become interesting
to ask whether.matches are different than mismatches when the

----subject need not make the distinction. If the eye movement system
is controlled by mechanisms which are different than those con-
trolling attention, the fact that matches arrive more quickly at
the attentional mechanisms than mismatches may not affect the eye,
movement. Our preliminary results show that the reaction times.
when the subject need not make a distinction between 'patches and
mismatches are rapid (between 150 and 3L80 msec, as compared to 4.
between 400 and 450 for those which require the distinction),
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there is no difference between' moving to matching and mis-
letters. However*,-further Analysis will be necessary in
substantiate this result.

,

Woodworth began.a. program of research on movement which sought
an understanding of the natup of voluntary as distinct -from reflex
control. Although progress !as been made in understanding some
aspects of movement control, there have been few efforts to explore
the light which movement control can shed upon the nature of volition.
Recent advances in the psychology of attention during perceptual
tasks, many of which have been reviewed in this paper, coupled with
the rapid progress that microelectrode techniques have made in

t physiology, seem to us tooffer promise of fresh advances in the
direction of understand ng the'role of conscious attention in them Acontrol of humamoveme t. Bilt in'order to-do so, a further analysis
of voluntary and involuntary movement control, and a better under-

,

standing of the structure of motor programs, will pp necessary.
1 .

4
These results' obtained in our studies seem to provide a preliminary (
basis for .such an analysiS.

4

j 4
t
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Attention
. .

The major contribution,of research under the current grant is
our effort to understand the role of attention in the prodessing of
tasks. We have attempted to apply a new method which is called a
host benefitanalysis to the understanding of the process of atten-

. tibn. Our main focus is the question of conscious ettention.and
how it might be separated from more automatic types .elf processing,
But we have also applied the same analysis to problems such as the
study of alertness and stimulus and response set and their role in
atI9ntion.,,Iii previous work we havedistinguished -between three
component& of the process of attention. These are alertness, seiec-

.

and conscious attention. The cost benefit analysis provide-go

one..means fcir the study of these components of attention.

,Theories of attention

',Information pro ;essing theories of attention have been prolifer-
ating lately. It is difficult to characterize the many different
theories of attention which have emerged in.the last several years.
Howetter, one dimension on which theories tend to differ is the role
which they assign to the inhibition of unattended items as compared
to the-facilitation of attende'itams. Some theories of attention,
for example the filter theory of. oadbent (1958), the attenuation
theory of Treisman (1970), and the lateral inhibition theory of
Walley 4nd Weiden (1973) place emphasis on the inhibition of
unattended messages. A process, in the nervous system at some level
blocks the processing of unattended material, and thus preVents it
from getting access to higher levels of analysis. On the other, -hand,
there are also theories which stress the facilitation of attended
information. For example, the analysis by synthesis view made pop-
ular in Neisser's 1967 book, 'and Donald Norman's pertinence theory
(1969) both stress the facilitation that occurs when an item is given
attention.'

Empirical techniques have been used to examine both of these
types, theories. For example, the effect of set on perceptual
threshold has been used to study the facilitation which occurs when
a subject is expecting a given stimulus. On the other hand, the
psychological refractory period studies emphasize inhibition of
signals which occur during the reaction time'to a prior signal.
These experiments havabeen carried on more or less separately
and have not been brought together into any single paradigm..,

'Recently theories which represent a combination of facilitation
and inhibition in the processing of signals have been presented.
FOr example, Broadbent (1971) discusses a combination of inhibition
and facilitation: The inhibition is an early stage in the processing
and filters some aspects. of input from being represented in sensory
evidence. On the other hand, pigetonholing represents a faci4tory
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'process which occurs when a particular category,stafe has been
preactivated by context. Kahneman .(1973) prosents a theory which
involves undifferentiated units which can be allocated-to one or
another task. This view seems to suggest a symmetry of facilitation
and inhibition since units given to one task are withdrawn from
another. The particular view which we will emphasize is one that
has been outlined most thoroughly by Keele.(1973) and by LaBerge
(1974). This irieW discusses two different mechanisms in the
'processing of signals. The fitst is an automatic lookup of infor-
mation about Wie signal,in the memory system. This automatic lookup
provides acce to the habitual pathways which relate an input signal
to memory systems. A second and quite separate system is of more
limited capacity and is closely tied to our ability to be aware of
and'apply effort to the processing of a signal. The idea is that
any input signal, for example a word, will automatically activate
internal units representing its physical form, its name and -its
semantics character. The activation process of such unit was dis-
cussed in Section 1 oh pattern' recognition. This activaVion process
is automatic in the following senses:, (1) it goes on even without
the subject's. intention, (2) it does not require any conscious
)awareness on thl part of the subject, and (3) it is parallel and
without interference. A number of our studies have been involved

* in showing this characteristic of automatic information 'processing.
,

Automatic processing

Warren (1970) used the Stroup effect to show the widespread
characteristic of the activation pattern of words. He presented
subjects with triples of words'%urally, such as oak, maple and elm,
and followed thiseith a single visual word. The subject's task
was to name the color of,ink of the word. In his 1970 paper Warren
showed that the time to name the color of the ink of a word which
was in the previous list or was a category to which the words on,
the list belonged (e tree) was greatly increased over control
words. The interpre ation is straightforward. When a word has
been preactivated in he nervous system, the visual pattern which
makes the base of the troup item will contact that pathway more
rapidly and will deli r a4 output to the response system more
quickly, thus interf ring with the ability Of the subject to name
the color.

Under this grant Warren has greatly extended and elaborated
this result. He showed that a single word will activate items
'according to the strength ofi'their associations in word asso-
piationnorms. Moreover, Warren showed that only the forward asso-
ciation from the auditory word to the subsequent visual word mattered,
not the backward 'association ftom the visual word to the'pteyious
auditory word. This is an important finding, since it follows from
the theory which Warren used to accodht for, his data. Notice that,\ this experiment does of give the subject any incentive to activate
related words. In- fact, many subjects become aware during the
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experiment that a word which is related to the one they have received
aurally gives longer reaction times. However, their efforts to avoid
this delay are not successful. Thus, these results suggest that a
word automatically Activates a,large number of different items in the .

nervous system. P sumably this is the basis for the finding in mem-
ory that subjects will sometimes falsely recognize associates to a
word which has been'presented in a running recognition experiment
(Underwood, 1965). Warren's results also show that the activation
pattern occurs without the subject's intention.

Conrad (1974) also working under this grmt extended Warren's
not
g
on by using ambiguous sentences. She presented sentencea to her

su 'ects which ended with an ambiguous word. The ambiguity of the
.word was either disambiguated by context,or not. Following the aural
presentation of the sentence she showed'her subjects a single visual
word which wa printed in colored ink. The subject's tasklwas simply
to name the c or of ink. In agreement with the Warren effect, she
showed that the time to name the color of ink was longer when it was
related to the sdfltence. This was true both for the word itself and
also for words related to either one of the two meanings of the sen-
tence. The size of the interference effect was. approximately equal
whether the sentence had been disambiguated by context or not. These
results are shown in Table 1. Since the sentences which were disam-
biguated by context are consciously perceived in only one way,. the
fact that both meanings of the ambiguous word are activated is.clear
evidence that* the activation pattern is not dependent on the subject'.5
conscious percept.

.

Cost - benefit analysis

These results led us to a more explicit statement of the theory
with which we began. The idea is that an input item activates its
pathway in the memory system. The activation of this pathway will
have facilitory effects for other items which share the same pathway
as in the Marren and Conrad _results, but will have no inhibitory
effects op, other items. Thus, as long as the activation process is
within.theememory system, and does mat involve the conscious atten-
tion of the sUbject,-it will bavebenefits but no cost. On the other
hand, once the subject beginsto commit his attention to the proces-
sing of a particular item, whatever benefits occur from pathway.actir
vatiOn will 'be accompanied by significant inhibition or ,post. The
basis of the cost benefit,analysis was first outlined in a paper by
Posner and Snyder (1974), in research supported by this grant. The
first set of experiments used "a Matching task. The' prime could
either be a neutral warning signal or a single letter. It was followed,
after a short interval by a pair of letters to which the subject had
to respond "same or "different ". We manipulated the probability
that the prime would match the array, ih hopes, that the subject's
attention would be focussed on a letter prime which was highly predic-
tive, but would not be attracted to a letter prime which was not
highly predictive. -

'

In order to obtain the cost we subtracted the neutral prime
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'ABLE 1

:

Tian RTa and Their Difference's for Correct Color Responses in Each

, "
. Condition

Display type

t"

Ambiguous word

Appropriate category

Inappropriatr category

r

Ambiguous word

Appropriate category

Inappropriate category

Control:. Difference

.

Ambiguous sentences

Unambiguous sentences

1059

'997

993

1044

1010

971

938
a

1001

936

943

73

77

58

50

61

Note' RTs, are exppassed in milliseconds:

Note -- Difference = Experimental mean minus Control mean.
a
Since there was no difference betWden appropriate and in-,

appropriate category conditions for ambiguous sentences,

these sere combined into a single mean.

. 4i1l.

1,

+111,..`

.49
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frbm the mismatching prime, and to obtain the benefit we subtracted
the matching prime from the neutral prime. 'We found in general con-formity with the theoretical account that when a prime was highly
predictive there was very significant cost and benefit, but when theprime was not highly $redictive there was still benefit, but this
was not accompanied by cost. These results are illustrated inTable

'A more interesting prediction from the-original theory isan
asyffimetry in temporal development of cost and benefit. To studythis we varied the:interval between the prime and the presentationof the letter array. The theory predicts that due., to pathway acti-vation; one shbuld expect the facilitation function to rise sharplyfrom the origin. However, the inhibition will not occur until the
subject has been able to bring his active attention to the processing.Thus, it should not occur until sometime later. The results produced
good conformity with the theory and are shown in Figure 6.

The remainder of the. paper applies the cost benefit analysis toseveral related tasks. These include both searching for a digit ina field of letters, andtrying to determine whether the array includes,an animal name., Detailed analysis of these experiments is given inthe paper. In general, they provide some conformation of the overall
theory, but also raise certain problems with it, as particularly whenapplied to the digit search task. ,

,

Level of inhibition

One important.questiOn.is the level at which the material is
.inhibited when the supject'S attention is focussed on another item.According to the general theory that we have been presenting, an .unattended item is,nA inhibited except at the stage when it wouldnormally require the'limited.processing system. Although our-owndata have not bed.k.ad4ressed to this question, a search of the liter-ature discovered an interesting result in a study by LaBerge (1974)

not previously pointed out. In this study'the subject's attention
was focUssed either on the visual or auditory modality. In most .cases the Input signal occurred on the modality to -which. the sub-ject's attention was called. However, on.a small percentage of the.trials the item was presented to a different modality. In allcases the subject was required to make a discriminatiZm in order toreport iihich of two stimuli had occurred. An examination of thereaction times showed that in, these:cases when the signal occurredin the modality to which the subject's attention was called, sub -jects,were fast. In facte'theyiwere about as fast as if they wereim a block where only signals -of one modality occurred. When asignal occurred on the unexpected modality, subjects were very muchslower. These findings were incorporated LaBerge into a genera].

.theory *of attention switching between modalities which fits quitewell with the type of.theory that we have been proposingsabove.
LaBerge, however, °kid not4dall the reader's attention to the error.rate date but did present them. He found that when the subject
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Table 2

Mean Correct RT and % Correct ( ) for the Trial

Types in three'Probability:Conditions of Matching Task

{Response Yes flo

Conditions .1

.

80-20, 12

50-50. 6

20-80 9

k

A A
A

AAA
B.
A A Benefit Cost

A
AS ACS

414

(91.3)

329

(97.6)

450
(60.7)

a5**
(5.5)**

36*
(50.5)**

426

;92.5)

412
(91.6)

400

95.3

429

(95.7)

358

(98.8)

443

(86.1)

71**:

(3.1)**

`14

(9.6)*

443

(94.0)

43S ,

(92.75
422

94.4

439

(94.3)

408

(97.7)

439

(91.7)

31**

(3.4)**'

0

(2.6)

447

(92.6);(91.7)

460 437
95.5
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switched modality he was highly accurate. Thus, presenting the
'subject with an unexpected signal produced long reaction times but
low error rates in comparison with presenting him with an expected
signal. The result suggests, though it does not prove, that the
buildup of information from the unexpected signal occurred in a'
perfectly normal way, and thus the delay in the subject's processing
it produced a reduced percentage of errors. We hope to pursue
this result in fu,ture work and report it together with additional
explorations of the same phenomenon. It gives every promise of
allowing us to determine the revel of processing of unattended
information.

Response set

In the studies reported previously the cue stimulus never
provided information about the overt response the subject was to give.
Regardless of thelcue, the probability of each overt response remained
at.5. There is a large literature on choice reaction times showing
the subject's knowledge about the response he is to make greatly
improves reaction time and errors when that response in fact is
called for. The inhibitory consequences of response set,,however,
have not been discussed in the literature.

One of our experiments involved eight subjects who were run
individually for three days. The subject's task was to classify a
single digit which appeared on a trial as to whether it was odd or
even. At a fixed interval prior to each trial a prime signal was
presented which was on half of the trials a plus sign and on the
other half the letter 0 or the letter E. This was followed after a
variable interval by a single digit selected from the digits 2 to.9.
The prime letter indicated the correct response on .8 of the trials,
and the incorrect response on .2 of the trials.- The neutral cue
produced a small decrement in reaction time and a small increase in
errors. The effect is similar to what has occurred in many tasks
when a warning signal is presented. When the prime matched the
correct response there was a rapid improvement in reaction time which
was significant by 150 msec, and continued to grow out to_500 msec.
This was matched by -an equally rapid increase in reaction time when
the prime did not indicate the correct response. The change in
reaction time is accompanied by like changes in error rates. The
increase in error with a mismatching cue is particularly pronounced
even 50 msec following the prime stimulus.

One finds little evidence of the temporal asymmetry between
facilitation and inhibition which occurred in the letter matching
studies reported previously. Rathei','in this study, there is a
rapid and reasonably symmetrit change in facilitation and inhibition.
In the "response set" study the cue leads the subject to infer the
nature of the correct response. The prime cannot activate a pa'th-way which will automatically facilitate processing. For this
reason, It might be expected that no asymmettry would occur. It is

Lk
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something of a puzzle that the effects do occur after as brief as
a 50 msec interval. It seems likely that the subject hastime during
the.processing of his task stimulub to perform in parallel the oper-
ations which will facilitate the correct response, since reaction
time in these tests is at least 250 miec. The finding that errors
are highest at intermediate.iialues of foreperiod suggests that the
response set is most susceptible to error during the time it is
being completed. If the task .signal arrives while the set is increas-
ing, errors are quite likely. When the set is completed, the effect
on errors is somewhat smaller. .This is most strikihg when individual
data are examined.

ras

Stimulus set

Treisman and Geffin (1967) have shown that when the word "tap"
occurs on an unattended channel it usually does hot produce the
instructed response, while the same word on the attended channel
produces the instructed response on nearly, every occasion. Aed.&fter-
ent result has been obtained by Shiffrin and his coworkers (1974).
In these experiments a subject's knowledge about the channel of

sentry of a signal doe not serve to improve his ability to detect a
target nor determine its identity. There are many differences in
procedure and method between the work of Treisman.and Geffin and
that of Shiffrin 'which may be used to reconcile the apparent differ-
ences. We desire to focus'not on the details of the method, but
rather on the theory that arises out of the two kinds of study.
Treisman and Geffin conclude that attention has a very important effect
on perceptual processing. The unattended stimulus is so badly inhi-
bited in its effect on the organism that he rarely r6sponds to
Shiffrin, on the other hand, concludes that attention does not affect
perceptualtprocessing,'but only later stages dependent-upon. Itemory.
Much of this dispute may be semantic, but one Bifference between the
two is.that Treisman concentrates on the striking inhibition of an
unattended message over one to which the subject is paying active
attention (cost benefit in our terms). Shiffrin concentrates upon
the lack of facilitation (benefit) when the subject knows the channel
pf entry over when he is uncertain 'about it.

There are gopd reasons for suspecting that the, failure to commit
one's attention to any channel (the low attending conditions in Shiff-
rin's work) is very different fromattending to the wrong channel
(the Treisman and Geffin low attending conditions). For example,
LaBerge (1974) has shownthat the depth of attention to a channel
greatly,affects the time to switch'to a new source of information.
Thus, if the 'subject is engaged in actively attending to a channel,
the effects on the unattended message may be quite different from
when his attention is not specifically focussed.

According to our cost benefit analysis, these arequite-di4ferent
aspects of attention. It is altogether possible that stimulus set
provides no facilitation of unattended channel over a neutral
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control, but at the same time provides inhibition of anunattonded
channel in comparison with the neutral condition. Conditions for
this to occur may be exactly the conditions which reduce the probabi-
lity that the subject will be able to shift-attention to the unattended
channel during'the time that the message can persist in the nervous
system.

We have run experiments to investigate thisquestion. In our
experiments the stimulus could either be presented visually or aurally.
In the neutral condition the subject never knew which type of signal
Alight be 'presented. On prime tri4ls he was givtn a signal which was
in the same modality as the later signal to which he was to respond
on .8 of the trials, and'in-the opposite modality on .2. In other
words, his attention was direCted to a particular channel which matched
the channel of the input .8 of the time. The results of our prelim-
inary analysis of these experiments indicate that the benefits ob-
tained from directing the subject to the correct channel were rather
small. The exact size of these benefits depends upon the way in which
they are measured: On the other hand, the cost involved in directing
the subject's attention to the wrong channel.was large and stable.
Moreover, much of our data, in agreement with the earlier analysis of
LaBerge, suggested'thatthe error rate obtained when the subject's
attention was on the wrong channel was somewhat lower than when his
attention was directed to the correct channel. This suggests that the
information is building up from the wrong channel in the normal way
and -the cost is due.to the subject's having to shift attention smile-.

time following the Signal.

Psychobiology of attention

/t should be clear from our results that our information pro--

cessing methods lead to ways of analyzing the facilitation and inhi-
bition which occur during the processing,tlf messages in the nervous
system. It is natural, therefore, to attempt to link the results
of the experiments'reported above. to findings which.have involved
recording electrical activity. This is a difficult thing to do
because the/majority of studies involved in-electrophysiological
recording have used animal subjects and techniques which are far
different than the ones outlined in these experiments. A possible
means oflinking the information processing literature with humans
and the physiological resultp_is through the use of pathological
material and _evoked potentials recorded from the scalp. As part of
this grant I have attempted to examine the relationships between
information processing psychology and i)hysiological analyses of atten-tion. The results of this examination appear in.a chaptsr 'prepared
for a new Handbook of Psychobiology. Imany cases I have found
convergbnce between the physiological results and those obtained from
information processing techniques. Because the chapter is availa-
ble for examination, I have included only ofie example in this finalreport.'

t)
4
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What is the'mechanism by which a warning signal affects the pro-'
cessing of information from a signal which follows it? A variety of
physiological results suggest that the mechanism by which a warning
signal wdtks is subcortical. That is, a warning sigfial leads to an
alerting prodess which presumably involves stimulation pf some por-
tions of the reticular activating system. The subcortical nature of
this process is most clearly revealed in work with the split brain,
monkey. The warning signal produces a particular pattern of EEG
activity sometimes called the contingent-negative variation. This is
a negative drift in the EEG which fills'the interval between the
Oddurrence of the warning signal and the signal to which the subject

0 s to respond. If the signal is presented to only one hemisphOre
in the split brain'monkey, the contingent-negative variation

This
is

found in both hemispheres. Ths result suggests that the mechanism
is subcortiCal. However, it does not tell us where the site of action
of the alerting response is. Indeed,.the contingent-negative varia-
tion spreads across, the entire cortex. Thus, though the mechanism
can be isolated physiologically as involving subcortical activity,
the physiological data tell us nothing about how that mechanism
function's. Here we need psychological data. Our results
suggest that the way the subcorticalpechanism works is.to
affect association area cortex and not primary area cortex. Although
our results are only inferential,-they do provide.considerable enlarge-
ment'of the physiological hypothesis. The reason that we believe
these effects are, those of association cortex and not primary cortex
is as follows. First, if the subject is presented with h clear long-
lasting signal, the improvement in reaction timewhich follows the
presentation of a warning signal is acdompaniedby either no change
in error or an increase in errors. On the othe hand, we have shown
that a warning signal improves the detectability of a brief stimulhs
flash followed by a mask (Klein and Kerr, 1974). If the warning
signal was improving the buildup of information about the signal,
one would expect the improvement in reaction time to be accompanied
by an improvement in errors regardless of its duration, as it is
when the warning signal activates a pathway related to the following
imperative signal. Moreover, it is also found that the improvement
in reaction time in the response-is not accompanied by any change in
the process of pathway activation. As we have pointed out previously,
when a subject is preiented.vith one letter followed by a second
letter against which he is to match it, the time between the first
letter and the second letter is positively related to an improveaent
in reaction time and errors when the second letter occurs. This is
the phenomenon of pathway activation. If oneprewarns the subject. of
the occurrence of the first letter so that the pathway activation
takes place when the organism is alert, there is no effect on the
rate of pathway activation. Thus,'once again we find clear evidence
that although responding is affected by the warning signal, the rate
of buildup of sensory or perceptual information is not affected. Hy
using a combination of physiological and behavioral data then, we are
able to trace out the means by which a particular subcortical mecha-
nism produces its functional effect. Similar results are discussed
in the paper for other mechanisms which may be involved in the study
of attention.
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./Summary

In summary, our work on attention'has,taken several different
foims.'" First, we have attempted to understand the automatic processes _
which occur outside of the subject's coriebious attention. We hatie
shown,evidence for processes in the recognition of words which occur ,

withoUt intention, without interference.: Second, we have applied our
cost benefit analysis to l3ok at the relationship between this par-
allel automatic process and more limited capacity processes which
we believe subserve awareness.. Finally; wehave examined in some4
detailthe possible relationships between these hypothetical behav-
ioral mechanisms and those obtained from more.direct.measurements
of electrical activity in the brain.
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We tiave deVeloped two applications related to the research
done-under this grant. The first of these is an elemerary text-
bOok which describes for the introductory student some of the aspect's
of mental structure. While rather little of the experimental research
done unddr this grant was reported in the textbook, some -of the
thinking, particularly that incorporated into the first -section of
the grant, led to the particular organization used in the textbook.

The second application also. cited in'the bibliography is a
course meant,for students specializing in cognitive psychology.
This laboratory course has a number, of features which follow from
the analysidof.mental structure which we have made. The ideais
that it is necessary to convert theoretical ideas absorbed through
reading to kinds of mental organizations which will underlie the
production of.experimentaI work in,the field. To do this wedev-
eloped'a course which takes students in one quarter from an.intro-
duction to the nature of experimentation to the point where they
are designing and executing complicated experiments. To do this
we/used the power of the electronic computer. The basic idea is
to begin by simulation' experiments which can be conducted directly
by querying the computer., We start by giving the student an idea
of the\ tylde of noise present in psychological studies in an exper-
iment whidh requires them, measure 'sensory thresholds.. Wv then .

give the person the idea of the. logic of experiMental design in a
,'program of research based upon the,Aiscovery of the lateral inhi-
bition mechanism underlying the limulus visual system. From this
point we transition students-from running simulations on,the

to actual experiments. These experiments are programmed.
under a higher level.langdage called_exberimentwriter.-4n a suc-
cession of experiments we phase the student out of ,..a mO46 of oper-
ation her he merely fills in parameters in already prOgrammed
experiments to' one in whibh he takes an aggressive role in the ,

construction' and design of the experiment.' The final exam intro-
duces the student to a variety of experimentation using the addi-
tive factor method to reaction time. Within'this'broad outline
'the student then designs an exieriment, programs it, and executes
it himself. Osgood, Posner and Lyon (1973) presented aloaper at
the Fourth Conference on Computeks and undergraduate Instruction
outlining tbig course material.
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